Soil microbes drive the classic plant diversity–productivity pattern
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Abstract. Ecosystem productivity commonly increases asymptotically with plant species diversity, and determining the mechanisms responsible for this well-known pattern is essential to predict potential changes in ecosystem productivity with ongoing species loss. Previous studies attributed the asymptotic diversity–productivity pattern to plant competition and differential resource use (e.g., niche complementarity). Using an analytical model and a series of experiments, we demonstrate theoretically and empirically that host-specific soil microbes can be major determinants of the diversity–productivity relationship in grasslands. In the presence of soil microbes, plant disease decreased with increasing diversity, and productivity increased nearly 500%, primarily because of the strong effect of density-dependent disease on productivity at low diversity. Correspondingly, disease was higher in plants grown in conspecific-trained soils than heterospecific-trained soils (demonstrating host-specificity), and productivity increased and host-specific disease decreased with increasing community diversity, suggesting that disease was the primary cause of reduced productivity in species-poor treatments. In sterilized, microbe-free soils, the increase in productivity with increasing plant species number was markedly lower than the increase measured in the presence of soil microbes, suggesting that niche complementarity was a weaker determinant of the diversity–productivity relationship. Our results demonstrate that soil microbes play an integral role as determinants of the diversity–productivity relationship.
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INTRODUCTION

The idea that plant communities with high species diversity are more stable and productive has a long history in ecology (e.g., Naeem et al. 1994, Tilman et al. 1997, 2001, Wardle 2002, Hooper et al. 2005). Contemporary explanations for the asymptotic increase in ecosystem productivity with diversity have focused primarily on resource competition and utilization, mainly via “niche complementarity” or “sampling effects” (Huston 1997, Tilman et al. 1997, 2001, Hooper and Dukes 2004, Fargione et al. 2007). The niche complementarity argument posits that the presence of many species and functional types results in more complete utilization of resources because different species specialize on different resources, resulting in higher overall productivity (Tilman et al. 1997, 2001, HilleRisLambers et al. 2004). The sampling effect argument posits that species identity may be more important than diversity per se, asserting that productivity increases with diversity solely due to an increased probability that communities with more species contain a few very productive species that disproportionately contribute to community-wide productivity (Huston 1997, Wardle 2002). Both explanations are based on the assumption that resource availability and utilization drive the positive asymptotic diversity–productivity relationship.

Both niche complementarity and sampling effects may contribute to the positive diversity–productivity relationship (Huston 1997, Fargione et al. 2007), but it is becoming increasingly clear that soil microbes also play a role in regulating plant communities and thus may contribute to the diversity–productivity relationship (Klironomos 2002, Mitchell et al. 2002, 2003, van der Heijden et al. 2008). For example, soil mutualists, such
as arbuscular mycorrhizal fungi (AMF), may contribute to the positive diversity–productivity relationship by increasing per capita plant productivity with increasing diversity (van der Heijden et al. 2008). AMF may increase productivity by enhancing plant resource uptake, through resource sharing via AMF networks, and by protecting plant hosts from soil pathogens (Koide 1991, Simard and Durall 2004, Sikes et al. 2009).

Plant species richness is positively correlated with AMF richness, and higher AMF richness has been shown to increase plant productivity (Klironomos et al. 2000). Soil-borne pathogens, which are typically less mobile than foliar pathogens and herbivores, may have particularly strong negative density-dependent effects on productivity at low diversity by infecting conspecifics that are in close proximity to each other, and thus reducing per capita and ecosystem-level plant growth (Bever et al. 1997, Knops et al. 1999, Klironomos 2002, Mitchell et al. 2002, Kulmatiski et al. 2008). In more diverse communities, however, soil-borne disease may be less prevalent because there is a lower likelihood of growing near a conspecific, and there are lower concentrations of host-specific soil enemies (Mitchell et al. 2002, 2003). If species-specific pathogens limit per capita biomass through density-dependent regulation (e.g., Mills and Bever 1998), then as species richness increases, disease should decrease and plant productivity should increase, even in the absence of niche complementarity or sampling effects (Maron et al., in press).

To illustrate these concepts and to generate predictions for how pathogens may affect the diversity–productivity relationship, we used a simple model adding the effects of density-dependent losses resulting from pathogens to the classical Lotka-Volterra competition equation:

\[
\frac{dN_i}{dt} = rN_i \left( \frac{K_i - \sum_j a_{i,j} N_j}{K_i - m \frac{N_i^p}{N_i^p + H^p}} \right)
\]

where \(N_i\) is the density of the species \(i\), \(r\) is the maximum per capita growth rate, \(K_i\) is the carrying capacity of species \(i\), and \(a_{i,j}\) is the competition coefficient, which scales the effect of species \(j\) on species \(i\). The effect of pathogen regulation is represented in the last term of the equation, where pathogen-induced losses are assumed to increase relatively steeply (up to a maximum \(m\)) when population density exceeds a threshold (\(H\)). The superscripts \(p\) of \(N\) and \(H\) stand for “pathogen”; they distinguish the pathogen-specific variables. Pathogen-induced losses were excluded by setting \(m = 0\) and were included by setting \(m = 1\). We generated hypothetical communities of coexisting species by randomly drawing the competition coefficients (\(a_{i,j}\)) and analyzed how the biomass of stable communities was related to their number of species. We generated non-neutral models by selecting competition coefficients (\(a\)) randomly (between 0 and 0.5) and neutral models by constraining \(a\) between 0.9 and 1.0 (see Appendix A for more details).

We first generated a competitively neutral model and, when pathogen-induced losses were excluded, we found that community biomass was unrelated to species number (Fig. 1A). In contrast, when pathogen-induced losses were included in the model, the biomass of single-species communities was low and total biomass increased asymptotically with species number (Fig. 1A). In this situation, pathogens limited biomass at low diversity, but the effect of pathogens diminished with increasing diversity and competition for resources eventually limited community biomass, resulting in the well-known saturating diversity–productivity curve. For comparison, we also generated non-neutral (partial niche overlap) communities with and without pathogens. We found that in the absence of pathogens, niche complementarity can lead to the same classical pattern of asymptotically increasing biomass with species number (Fig. 1B). The two mechanisms combined (pathogens and niche complementarity) suppressed biomass more than either mechanism alone, which resulted in a more linear increase in productivity with
diversity (Fig. 1B), with the biomass saturation point appearing at higher diversity (not shown).

Because both density-dependent disease and competition can theoretically generate the classic asymptotic increase in productivity with diversity (Fig. 1A, B), we used two complementary experiments to determine how plant disease and productivity vary over a gradient of plant species richness in the presence and absence of different groups of soil microbes, and whether feedback between plants and soil biota influenced the diversity–productivity pattern. In the first experiment, we tested whether the classic asymptotic diversity–ecosystem productivity relationship arose in the presence and absence of soil pathogens, parasites, and saprobes or arbuscular mycorrhizal fungi (AMF). In the second experiment we tested: (1) whether soil biota were host-specific to plants, and (2) whether the effects of soil biota on plant productivity and disease varied with increasing plant diversity.

METHODS

Experiment 1 was conducted at the University of Guelph, Ontario, Canada, where we assembled herbaceous plant communities at four different diversity levels (1, 5, 10, and 15 species) by randomly selecting seeds from a pool of 35 relatively common species that, combined, have a large contribution to ecosystem productivity (Appendix D). We grew the plant communities in large, outdoor, self-contained pots (1 x 0.75 x 0.5 m deep) that held 90 kg of a 1:1 mixture of gamma-irradiated (or untreated) field soil and silica sand. For each diversity level we imposed four different soil treatments. (1) Field soil, which was collected directly from the field and was not manipulated. (2) Sterile field soil, which was field soil that was gamma-irradiated (thereby killing soil biota). (3) AMF-enriched soil, which was sterile field soil with the addition of AMF spores (mixed AMF species). (4) Pathogen-enriched soil, which was sterile field soil with the addition of the pathogen/saprobe fraction isolated from field soil. The AMF spores and the pathogen/saprobe fraction were collected from multispecies prairie soils located at the University of Guelph.

Plants were allowed to grow for 20 weeks, after which they were harvested, oven-dried (60°C for 48 hours), and then weighed (shoots and roots) to determine productivity. We separated plant shoots by species and determined aboveground community productivity. Following harvest, we randomly collected 100, 3–5 cm long root fragments from each mesocosm and stained them with Chlorazol Black E (Brundrett et al. 1984) to determine colonization by AMF and infection by non-AMF (members of the ascomycota and basidiomycota) using the magnified intersect method (McGonigle et al. 1990). See Appendix B for additional details.

We analyzed data for experiment 1 in two steps. First, we used a factorial analysis of variance (ANOVA) with soil treatment and plant species richness as explanatory variables and plant productivity as response variables to explore how different microbe functional groups, diversity, and their interaction influence plant productivity. Next, we fitted linear, power, log, exponential, and polynomial functions to the relationship between species richness and total productivity (separately for each soil treatment), to explore how microbes alter the shape of that relationship. We calculated Akaike information criterion (AIC) for each of these five models, choosing the model with the smallest AIC value. If the difference in AIC between several models was <2, then those models were considered not significantly different from each other (Motulsky and Christopoulos 2004).

Experiment 2 was conducted at Cedar Creek Ecosystem Science Reserve, Minnesota, USA. We capitalized on a long-term biodiversity experiment to test whether: (1) soil biota cause more disease in plants grown in conspecific-trained soils than in heterospecific-trained soils (host-specificity); and (2) plant productivity increases and soil-borne disease decreases with increasing plant diversity. We grew six different species of perennial grassland plants in soils collected from 66 plots, 2 x 2 m in dimension, and each consisting of a 5-year-old plant community composed of either a single-species monoculture containing one of the six target species, or containing a randomly selected set of 4 or 16 species in which the target species was present (see Reich et al. 2001).

First, we tested host specificity of soil-borne disease by growing individual seedlings of each target species in separate pots containing soil collected from either conspecific (“home” treatment; n = 48) or heterospecific (“away” treatment; n = 49) monoculture plant communities. Second, we tested whether increasing plant diversity increased per capita productivity and reduced soil-borne disease by planting each of the six target species individually in separate pots in soils from the three different diversity levels (1, 4, or 16 species). Replication consisted of 48, 55, and 45 individuals for the 1-, 4-, and 16-species plots, respectively, and conspecifics of the target species had been present in the plant community for each diversity level. We visually quantified the incidence of root disease (DI; the number of lesions per root) and the disease severity index (DSI; the proportional area of root disease) for each plant. Although visual disease estimates may underestimate disease effects on plant growth, it provides a consistent estimate of fungal damage among treatments (Mitchell 2003), and thus enabled us to attribute our results to pathogens and parasites, rather than saprobes or AMF. This experimental design allowed us to examine the combined effects of soil enemies (pathogens, parasites, and fauna), saprobes, and mutualists, while removing such confounding factors as increased competition, biomass, and altered tissue chemistry, all of which are found in situ (Naeem et al. 1994, Reich et al. 2001, 2003).
Bradford et al. 2002). See Appendix B for additional details.

We analyzed data for experiment 2 using linear models, with plant species identity and soil treatment ("home" or "away" monocultures) or plant diversity (species richness) as explanatory variables, and disease incidence, disease severity, or seedling biomass as response variables. Plant diversity was treated as a categorical explanatory variable, after initial model fitting indicated productivity and disease responses to diversity were not linear. First, we log-transformed both disease severity and productivity values (after adding a small nonzero amount to DS1) to conform to assumptions of normality. Next, we used model selection techniques to identify the minimal number of explanatory variables (species identity, soil treatment/diversity, or both) needed to explain response variables. We did this by fitting the following five linear models to each response variable and analysis: (1) species identity, soil treatment (or diversity), and their interaction; (2) main effects of species identity and soil treatment (or diversity); (3) effects of species identity; (4) effects of soil treatment (or diversity); and (5) a null model with just one parameter (the overall mean). We used model AICs, which balance model fit with parsimony, to select the most appropriate of these five linear models. Consistent with experiment 1, the model with the smallest AIC value was considered the best fit to the data, and differed significantly from the others if the difference in AIC was $\geq 2$. We calculated $F$ values (from ANOVAs) and associated $P$ values and coefficients from these best-fitting models to interpret our results. For models with diversity as an explanatory variable, we specified contrasts to test for differences among each of the pair-wise diversity treatments, using $t$ values and associated $P$ values to interpret results. We used Bonferroni correction to assess significance for these post hoc comparisons ($a = 0.0167$ rather than $0.05$). We used ANOVA to test whether soil N mineralization and associated difference in AIC was greatest when only AMF were present (Table 1), productivity increased linearly and more modestly (by $\sim 30\%$) with increasing plant diversity (compared to $50\%$ increase with pathogens present; Fig. 2), suggesting that niche complementarity played a subordinate role to soil pathogens in driving the classic diversity–productivity pattern detected in the field soils. The addition of AMF to sterile soil increased productivity at all diversity levels except in monoculture (compared to sterile soils), suggesting that, in the absence of pathogens, AMF may have a greater influence at higher diversity (see also Appendix C).

Effects of soil biota on the plant diversity–productivity relationship in experiment 1 can be explained if: (1) individual plants experience negative feedback with host-specific soil biota (i.e., host-specific soil biota associated with established plants cause more disease in neighboring conspecific relative to heterospecific plants); and (2) individual plants, on average, experienced less soil-borne disease and more per capita productivity with increasing diversity. Our second experiment supports both of these conditions. First, disease severity (the proportional area of root disease) was higher in "home" soils, demonstrating that soil-borne microbes have host-specific effects in grassland plants. Seedlings grown in their own "home" monoculture soils had $54\%$ greater disease severity in their roots than those grown in the soil of another species ($F_{3,64} = 5.73$, $P = 0.019$; Fig. 3A). Disease incidence (the number of disease lesions on the roots) showed a similar trend ($20\%$ greater disease incidence; Fig. 3B), but did not differ significantly among the treatments ($F_{3,64} = 2.34$, $P = 0.13$). There were no significant species $\times$ treatment interactions, demonstrating that all species responded in a similar manner and no single species was responsible for the observed patterns. We detected a $5\%$ increase in mean per capita plant productivity in "away" soils compared to "home" soils (Fig. 3C), but this difference was not significant, possibly because resources were not limiting in this experiment and thus plant productivity was less affected by disease.

Second, across the diversity gradient, per capita productivity in plants grown in soil from the most
FIG. 2. The relationship between plant diversity and productivity (in grams) in four experimental soil types. Key: sterile (black squares), sterilized field soil; sterile + AMF (red diamonds), sterilized field soil + field-collected AMF spores; sterile + pathogens/parasites/saprobes (green circles), sterilized field soil + microbial fraction that excludes AMF (< 20 μm); field soil (blue triangles), untreated field soil. Productivity varied significantly with diversity (ANOVA, \( F_{3,64} = 523.2, P = 0.0001 \)), soil treatment (\( F_{3,64} = 66.7; P = 0.0001 \)), and the interaction (\( F_{9,64} = 12.4; P = 0.0001 \)). Lines represent the best fit with linear and polynomial functions (AIC for sterile soils = 0.04; AIC for sterile soils + AMF = 2.97; AIC for sterile soils + pathogens = 9.86; AIC for field soils = 9.91). Error bars represent ±SE.

TABLE 1. Results from experiment 1; colonization of roots by arbuscular mycorrhizal fungi and infection of roots by non-mycorrhizal (pathogenic/parasitic/saprophytic) fungi.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Soil treatment</th>
<th>Plant species-richness treatment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sterile</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mycorrhizal colonization (%)</td>
<td>0a (0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-mycorrhizal infection (%)</td>
<td>2.4 (1.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sterile + AMF</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mycorrhizal colonization (%)</td>
<td>18.4 (3.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-mycorrhizal infection (%)</td>
<td>3.5 (1.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sterile + pathogens/parasites</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mycorrhizal colonization (%)</td>
<td>0a (0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-mycorrhizal infection (%)</td>
<td>33.3 (4.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Field soil</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mycorrhizal colonization (%)</td>
<td>22.2 (3.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-mycorrhizal infection (%)</td>
<td>38.6 (5.3)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: Values represent the mean (with SE in parentheses). Different lowercase letters represent significant differences among the plant species richness treatments following ANOVA and Tukey post hoc tests (\( P < 0.05 \)).
diverse communities was 35% greater than per capita productivity of plants grown in soil from the monocultures ($F_{2,140} = 5.70, P = 0.004$; Fig. 3F). Plant productivity was significantly lower in monoculture plots than in 4-species ($t$ value = 2.76, $P = 0.0066$) and 16-species plots ($t$ value = 3.78, $P = 0.0002$), with productivity in the latter two diversity levels not differing significantly ($t$ value = 1.18, $P = 0.238$). The incidence of disease differed across diversity treatments ($F_{2,140} = 3.89, P = 0.023$; Fig. 3E), and was 20% greater in plants grown in soils obtained from monoculture plots than the 16-species plots. Disease severity showed a similar trend, with a 19% higher disease severity in the monocultures than in the high-diversity plots (Fig. 3D), but with higher variances these differences were not significant. There were no significant species $\times$ treatment interactions, suggesting that species did not differ in their response to the experimental treatment and that no single species was responsible for the observed patterns. Variation in N across diversity treatments did not explain our findings: net soil N mineralization and soil solution N concentration did not vary significantly with diversity during the study period in the sampled plots ($F_{2,63} = 0.41, P = 0.66$ and $F_{2,63} = 1.13, P = 0.33$ respectively; Reich et al. 2001).

**DISCUSSION**

Our findings demonstrate that while both niche complementarity and density-dependent effects can theoretically produce a saturating diversity–productivity curve, soil-borne microbes were the major determinant of the diversity–productivity relationship in our study systems. In both grasslands, soil pathogens/parasites reduced productivity at low diversity (Figs. 2, 3F). Thus, less diverse communities are less productive, in large part, because plants suffer far more from host-specific soil microbes than in more diverse communities (Klironomos 2002, Fox 2003). When diversity increases, however, the probability of an individual plant growing near a conspecific decreases, resulting in a lower probability of infection (Mitchell et al. 2002, 2003). Reduced host-specific disease with increasing diversity in experiment 2 (Figs. 3D, E), and the significantly higher non-mycorrhizal fungal infection in the low diversity communities of experiment 1 (Table 1), both support this assertion. In the first experiment, the plateau in productivity and convergence of all treatments at high diversity (Fig. 2), where detrimental soil microbes were sparse, suggests that ecosystem productivity becomes resource limited when diversity is high enough to reduce the detrimental effects of soil biota.

The presence of AMF increased plant productivity, possibly by increasing resource availability to host plants, as well as protecting host plants from soil pathogens. When resource competition is intense, AMF may increase productivity by enhancing plant resource uptake, especially phosphorus (Koide 1991). In diverse plant communities, where AMF are also diverse, AMF networks may increase community productivity through resource sharing (Simard and Durall 2004). In addition, AMF may confer protection from soil pathogens to their plant hosts (e.g., Sikes et al. 2009). Thus, both increased nutrient uptake and protection from pathogens could explain higher productivity when AMF are present.

By ignoring soil biota, and particularly the role of pathogens, previous studies may have overestimated the role of resource utilization (niche complementarity or sampling effects) as the main driver of the asymptotic diversity–productivity relationship. The modest linear increase in productivity from low to high diversity in sterilized soils lacking microbes (Fig. 2) is consistent with the occurrence of differential resource utilization among species (Tilman et al. 1997, 2001, Fargione et al. 2007). However, this increase was 10-fold lower than when non-mycorrhizal soil biota were present, suggest-
ing that resource utilization played a subordinate role to the effects of soil biota. In addition, the curve shape and amplitude in untreated field soils, which contained a complex community of soil biota, were nearly identical to the pathogen/parasite soils (Fig. 2), suggesting that pathogens and parasites, rather than AMF, soil fauna, or niche complementarity, were largely responsible for the strong asymptotic diversity–productivity relationship found in the untreated soil.

The significantly higher amount of non-mycorrhizal infection of plants in low-diversity plots in experiment 1 (Table 1) and the 20–54% higher level of disease in plants grown in “home” soil than in “away” soil found in experiment 2 (Fig. 3A) suggest that higher disease at low diversity was caused by a higher density or effect of host-specific soil microbes. Consistent with our findings, disease caused by host-specific soil microbes have been shown previously to lead to negative plant–soil feedbacks, and these feedbacks are believed to maintain species diversity and influence productivity in many ecosystems (e.g., Bever et al. 1997, Knops et al. 1999, Klironomos 2002, van der Heijden et al. 2008, Mangan et al. 2010). Our findings are also consistent with studies that found an increase in host-specific foliar pathogens with decreasing diversity in grasslands (e.g., Mitchell et al. 2002, 2003), as well as with higher disease in agricultural monocultures compared to natural ecosystems (reviewed by Finckh and Wolfe 2006). Thus, as diversity decreases, the relative abundance of the remaining species increases, thus increasing rates of host-specific disease transmission.

The maintenance of plant species diversity and ecosystem productivity in natural ecosystems may both be linked via a common mechanism: negative density-dependent responses of plants to natural enemies. The presence of host-specific enemies, such as soil pathogens and parasites, may play an important role in explaining the stable maintenance of species diversity in many ecosystems (e.g., Klironomos 2002, Mangan et al. 2010). Higher disease levels at low diversity resulting from negative density-dependent interactions with soil enemies suggest that host-specific microbes can regulate species diversity (in concert with other drivers), which in turn may reduce ecosystem productivity. This phenomenon is also found in agricultural systems, where increasing crop diversity via species and genotype interspersing significantly reduces disease and increases productivity (Zhu et al. 2000). Historically, the maintenance of diversity via density-dependent mortality from host-specific enemies (e.g., reviewed by Carson et al. 2008) and the diversity–productivity relationship (e.g., Naem et al. 1994, Tilman et al. 1997, 2001), two major themes of community and ecosystem ecology, have been treated separately (Worm and Duffy 2003); however, our data suggest that they are interrelated processes that should be examined together. Moreover, decreasing species diversity remains a serious threat to ecosystem functioning because the negative effects of host-specific enemies increase in lower-diversity ecosystems, which substantially suppress productivity.
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